
Media Release 

Berlineaton Retains Qualification  
To deliver Lean BC Projects Province Wide!  

Victoria BC, June 19th, 2018 - Berlineaton has achieved the notable distinction, once again, of being one of a 

handful of firms approved by the BC Government to deliver Continuous Improvement Lean services, on behalf of 

Lean BC, to BC’s Public Service. Berlineaton is both eligible and available, standing alongside global consulting 

industry giants such as PwC and Fujitsu, to meet the ongoing demand for process improvement support from BC’s 

Ministries.  Berlineaton brings a local presence, and the promise of profound experiences, practical solutions and 

bolder futures for our clients. 

Berlineaton has a 22-year track record of success in delivering CI Lean services across Canada. Working in close 

partnership with our clients, Berlineaton has delivered hundreds of projects engaging thousands of people in 

courageous, collaborative, successful efforts to continuously improve. Previously qualified to deliver Lean 

provincially in 2015, one of the goals of this most recent procurement process by Lean BC is to build greater 

capacity to sustain Lean without consultant support.   

Richard Eaton, Berlineaton co-founder and Practice Lead for Continuous Improvement, notes that “this 

sustainability goal is consistent with our own philosophy.  We are successful when our clients can do what we can, 

or do better, without us.” The results speak for themselves.  Berlineaton’s clients regularly achieve their 

improvement goals while fearlessly leading change to achieve significant culture shifts. Some have even earned 

provincial and national recognition for their impressive results. 

In the end, it’s all about people. Eaton notes that “on average, our clients report satisfaction levels at above 80% 

because they achieve significant breakthroughs by mobilizing their key talents in partnership with us. Even better 

“he continues “we have a lot of fun together while we’re making the world a better place for everyone.” 

Berlineaton stands ready to support Lean BC’s vision, and those working hard to deliver the public sector’s promise 

to BC’s citizens: to help make life more affordable for people; to deliver the services the people count on, and; to 

build a strong, sustainable innovative economy that works for everyone.  

For more information: 

Richard H. Eaton 
Co-Founding Partner 
Telephone: (250) 472-3767 
Email: reaton@berlineaton.com 

About Berlineaton 

Berlineaton is a Victoria BC based management consulting firm serving clients across Canada.  Founded by Shelly 
Berlin and Richard Eaton in 1996, we have served alongside visionary leaders in many sectors and industries, 
helping them realize stronger futures for their organizations through excellence in strategic management, 
continuous improvement lean, and leader development. Berlineaton lives by our brand promise: profound 
experiences; practical solutions, and; bolder futures. We seek clients who share this outlook. 
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